ONBOARD® MARCHING BAND PODIUMS

ONBOARD® TIMPANI CART

The genius of the OnBoard Timpani Cart is how the transport cart converts into a stable performance platform in a few simple steps.

• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• Fold-down player-platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Legs fold down to a performance position with one simple turn.
• 20", 23", 26", 29" and 32" (51, 58, 66, 74 and 81 cm) diameter.
• Innovative design lets you easily move individual timpani or complete sets out of storage and onto the field or into the concert hall.

ONBOARD® TIMPANI CART

• Unique design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper performance position with one simple turn.
• System adjusts to fit the five sizes of pedal-style timpani – 30", 33", 36", 39" and 42" (76, 84, 91, 99 and 107 cm) diameter.
• Folding legs allow the cart to resume fold under the cart when not in use.
• Fold-down player platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• All the sizes of pedal style timpani and quickly positions the drums into performance position with one simple turn.

GEARBOSS® TEAM CART AND X-CART®

GEARBOSS® SPACIOUS CART CART

Storage with cart holds all of your uniforms and gear.
• Robust tubular frame, expands equipment in carts.
• Storage that holds all of your uniforms and gear.
• Optional heavy-duty mesh wrap encloses loaded cart, quickly snaps on and off.

GEARBOSS® SPACIOUS CART CART

• Unique design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper performance position with one simple turn.
• System adjusts to fit the five sizes of pedal-style timpani – 30", 33", 36", 39" and 42" (76, 84, 91, 99 and 107 cm) diameter.
• Folding legs allow the cart to resume fold under the cart when not in use.
• Fold-down player platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• All the sizes of pedal style timpani and quickly positions the drums into performance position with one simple turn.

GEARBOSS® SPACIOUS CART CART

• Quick and easy set-up in less than 30 seconds.
• Unique combination of black, powder coated steel and aluminum, for a striking appearance and maximum durability.
• Simple design holds cart and rolls from vehicle to performance position.
• This smaller cart has full size ladder on one side with wide rungs for quick access.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE KIOSK

• Can help maximize fund raising profile.
• With eight removable bins, it's great for storing and transporting school spirit items.
• Simple design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper performance position with one simple turn.
• System adjusts to fit the five sizes of pedal-style timpani – 30", 33", 36", 39" and 42" (76, 84, 91, 99 and 107 cm) diameter.
• Folding legs allow the cart to resume fold under the cart when not in use.
• Fold-down player platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• All the sizes of pedal style timpani and quickly positions the drums into performance position with one simple turn.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE KIOSK

• Unique design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper performance position with one simple turn.
• System adjusts to fit the five sizes of pedal-style timpani – 30", 33", 36", 39" and 42" (76, 84, 91, 99 and 107 cm) diameter.
• Folding legs allow the cart to resume fold under the cart when not in use.
• Fold-down player platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• All the sizes of pedal style timpani and quickly positions the drums into performance position with one simple turn.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE KIOSK

• Can help maximize fund raising profile.
• With eight removable bins, it's great for storing and transporting school spirit items.
• Simple design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper performance position with one simple turn.
• System adjusts to fit the five sizes of pedal-style timpani – 30", 33", 36", 39" and 42" (76, 84, 91, 99 and 107 cm) diameter.
• Folding legs allow the cart to resume fold under the cart when not in use.
• Fold-down player platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• All the sizes of pedal style timpani and quickly positions the drums into performance position with one simple turn.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE KIOSK

• Built-in mesh bag (not included).
• Transforms in seconds into a rock-solid utility table.
• Premium wheels for easy rolling over a variety of terrain.
• Optional heavy-duty mesh wrap encloses loaded cart, quickly snaps on and off.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE KIOSK

• Unique design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper performance position with one simple turn.
• System adjusts to fit the five sizes of pedal-style timpani – 30", 33", 36", 39" and 42" (76, 84, 91, 99 and 107 cm) diameter.
• Folding legs allow the cart to resume fold under the cart when not in use.
• Fold-down player platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• All the sizes of pedal style timpani and quickly positions the drums into performance position with one simple turn.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE KIOSK

• Can help maximize fund raising profile.
• With eight removable bins, it's great for storing and transporting school spirit items.
• Simple design allows cart to quickly convert to the proper performance position with one simple turn.
• System adjusts to fit the five sizes of pedal-style timpani – 30", 33", 36", 39" and 42" (76, 84, 91, 99 and 107 cm) diameter.
• Folding legs allow the cart to resume fold under the cart when not in use.
• Fold-down player platform quickly locks into performance position.
• Tow bar included; carts may be used individually as well.
• All the sizes of pedal style timpani and quickly positions the drums into performance position with one simple turn.

GEARBOSS® MOBILE KIOSK

• Built-in mesh bag (not included).
• Transforms in seconds into a rock-solid utility table.
• Premium wheels for easy rolling over a variety of terrain.
• Optional heavy-duty mesh wrap encloses loaded cart, quickly snaps on and off.
ONBOARD® CARGO CART

High density method of transporting uniforms, hats, flags and instruments.

- Easy to roll – even over thresholds.
- Bottom shelf stores audio components, cables and small speakers so everything is within reach.
- Four rigid and four swivel 8" (20 cm) pneumatic casters allow cart to be rolled with minimum effort on grass surfaces.
- Tilt speakers into performance positions at just the right angle and adjusts in shelf tilts to the desired angle.
- The cord management system keeps cords out of the way.

ONBOARD® PERCUSSION CART

Ideal for storing and transporting small percussion instruments onto field.

- A tow bar is included.
- A fully adjustable keyboard shelf extension for placement of a mixer or small speakers.
- Two rigid and two swivel 8" (20 cm) pneumatic casters allow cart to be rolled with minimum effort on grass surfaces.
- Use rigid handles or attach to cart for easy rolling.

ONBOARD® KEYBOARD CART

Ideal for storing and transporting electronic keyboard instruments onto field.

- A tow bar is included, and an optional accessory tray is available to hold and store battery packs.
- The bottom shelf stores audio components, cables and small speakers so everything is within reach.
- The cord management system keeps cords out of the way.
- Two rigid and two swivel 8" (20 cm) pneumatic casters allow cart to be rolled with minimum effort on grass surfaces.

ONBOARD® BASS DRUM/GONG CART

The easy way to move and store bass drums and gongs for competitions, rehearsals and concerts.

- Easily stored by one or two people.
- Sealed speaker boxes to keep dust out.
- Suspension system designed to hold the weight of a large bass drum up to 44" (111 cm) diameter.
- Illuminates any performance positions in 10 degree increments.
- Cart allows instruments into place for safe, easy transport.
- A rear bar to incline.
- Bottom shelf in storage compartments for cymbals and instruments.

ONBOARD® UNIFORM CART

Perfect for transporting uniforms in and out of storage compartments.

- Gator clip retainer clips prevent uniforms from falling off during transport.
- Lightweight design allows easy rolling and storing the storage compartment – no lifting required.
- Optional adjustable shelves and removable garment bar provide flexibility in transporting and storing band equipment.

ONBOARD® SPEAKER CART

The perfect way to take the hassle out of moving big speakers by land from storage and onto the field.

- Move large speakers easily, securely, even over thresholds and slopes.
- Designed to move heavy-duty speakers up to 14" (36 cm) deep and 24" (61 cm) wide, as report speakers up to 30 lbs (22 kg).
- Tilting system places instruments onto field at just the right angle, up to 15, 30 and 45 degree increments.
- A rear bar is included, and an optional accessory tray is available to hold and store theater stocks.ideal for storing and transporting small percussion instruments onto field.

- A tow bar is included.
- A fully adjustable keyboard shelf extension for placement of a mixer or small speakers.
- Two rigid and two swivel 8" (20 cm) pneumatic casters allow cart to be rolled with minimum effort on grass surfaces.
- Use rigid handles or attach to cart for easy rolling.

ONBOARD® KEYBOARD CART

Ideal for storing and transporting electronic keyboard instruments onto field.

- A tow bar is included, and an optional accessory tray is available to hold and store battery packs.
- The bottom shelf stores audio components, cables and small speakers so everything is within reach.
- The cord management system keeps cords out of the way.
- Two rigid and two swivel 8" (20 cm) pneumatic casters allow cart to be rolled with minimum effort on grass surfaces.

ONBOARD® BASS DRUM/GONG CART

The easy way to move and store bass drums and gongs for competitions, rehearsals and concerts.

- Easily stored by one or two people.
- Sealed speaker boxes to keep dust out.
- Suspension system designed to hold the weight of a large bass drum up to 44" (111 cm) diameter.
- Illuminates any performance positions in 10 degree increments.
- Cart allows instruments into place for safe, easy transport.
- A rear bar to incline.
- Bottom shelf in storage compartments for cymbals and instruments.

ONBOARD® UNIFORM CART

Perfect for transporting uniforms in and out of storage compartments.

- Gator clip retainer clips prevent uniforms from falling off during transport.
- Lightweight design allows easy rolling and storing the storage compartment – no lifting required.
- Optional adjustable shelves and removable garment bar provide flexibility in transporting and storing band equipment.

ONBOARD® SPEAKER CART

The perfect way to take the hassle out of moving big speakers by land from storage and onto the field.

- Move large speakers easily, securely, even over thresholds and slopes.
- Designed to move heavy-duty speakers up to 14" (36 cm) deep and 24" (61 cm) wide, as report speakers up to 30 lbs (22 kg).
- Tilting system places instruments onto field at just the right angle, up to 15, 30 and 45 degree increments.
- A rear bar is included, and an optional accessory tray is available to hold and store theater stocks.